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“Good things come to those who wait,” they say. Except for 
cryptocurrency traders. Waiting for blocks that are !lled to 
the brim to con!rm multiple times is fairly painful. The wait for 
accounts to be credited on exchanges all the while watching 
prices plummet makes patience very costly. On the "ipside, this 
also means ge#ing in at an opportune time is also potentially lost 
due to con!rmation delays. In this In-Depth, Copper looks as some 
of the most volatile days in Bitcoin and what the cost would be 
from the decision to sell or buy, to actually being able to execute.

Hardcoded into Bitcoin’s network is the mathematical goal that 
a block is solved, on average, every 10 minutes. But a great deal 
can happen in that time frame in crypto. Price swings can be so 
volatile that the network faces multiple jams with people sending 
their Bitcoin to exchanges for sale that result in much longer times 
for blocks to be solved.

Compounding to this delay is the fact that most spot market 
exchanges require at least three block con!rmations before 
accounts are credited; most derivative exchanges need two. This 
poses a serious problem for traders looking to go in and out of a 
trade as fast as possible. 

The options for traders aren’t plenty. Either they must take on 
considerable counter-party risk leaving their cryptocurrency on 
exchanges with hopes and trust they will not be hacked, or accept 
potential time-delays that would lead to either steep lossess or 
missed buying opprotunities. 

Moving Bitcoin: Risk and 
opportunity cost of con!rmations

2017-2019 was not part of this research in part due to the fact that 
SegWit usage was very low. Wallets and addressess management 
of inputs has become more e$cient. In essense, Bitcoin’s network 
has made steps forward. 

But it might not be enough to meet institutional expectations on 
se#lement !nality that would allow investors to trade at fast rate 
in a highly volatile market.

In order to quantify this more accuretly to the times, Copper 
looked at the most volatile days Bitcoin has seen recently and 
assessed blockchain con!rmation times against the price 
movement. 

This allows us to have a be#er picture for when a trader decides 
to sell, for example, and their ability to actually do so should they 
not be holding their Bitcoin on an exchange and require to wait for 
the con!rmations that will allow them to execute.

The charts above show the blockchain con!rmations times on 
19th May 2021 that saw Bitcoin price swing from $43k down to 
$30k.

On that day, 40% of blocks took over 10minutes to con!rm. This 
compounds to the eventual con!rmations that is required by 
exchanges reaching as high as a good hour and a half. The rest of 
the day, given the volatility, didn’t fair much be#er for traders who 
self-custody without approriate tools that would both elimnate 
counter-party risk and have instant exchange se#lement !nality.
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You wanted to sell right?...or buy?

Despite 19th May bouncing back in grand Bitcoin style, any traders 
looking to o%oad their position would still have most likely faced 
a loss from the time they sent their Bitcoin to an exchange until it 
was actually credited with the approriate number of con!rmations 
(see chart 3 and 4). Buying the dip would have also been di$cult 
given the speed of the recovery versus blockchain con!rmation 
times.

And that particular day was certainly not an exception (see charts 
below). 

2021 saw price swings from high to low exceeding 5% over 60% of 
the year. These opportunities would have been likely missed due 
to con!rmation time requriements.

The reality is, that even during non-volatile periods, capturing the 
intended price as a taker is still di$cult at best.

Which leads to other questions when Financial Institutions (FI) 
and asset managers are required to comply with ‘Best Execution’ 
practices when the blockchain faces delays.

Un-cherrypicking the data

Now, granted, we’ve looked at the data on Bitcoin’s most volatile 
days, when de facto, there is an increase in transactions. But even 
looking at Bitcoin’s least volatile day would see some traders 
!ddling their thumbs for a good 80 minutes (see chart 5).

Bear in mind, the blockchain is working very well. It’s doing what 
it’s intended to do averaging out blocks to 10 minutes. Ultimetly, 
though, it’s random. This poses a problem for investors as to how 
reliably they can execute on a position at the right time.

3: % Loss/Gain from time of outgoing BTC transaction to 3-con!rmations

4: 19 May 2021: BTC/USD (k) High Low

5: 2 Oct 2021: Bitcoin’s least volatile day in 2021 - 3 Con!rmations time (min)

11 Jan 2021

6: Bitcoin % Loss/Gain from time of decision to sell to being able to a"er three con!rmations (Based on actual block time con!rmations)
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The average argument

We did the exercise of assuming the Bitcoin blockchain was 
running smooth as silk, and every single block was con!rmed 
within the 10-minute goal. Considering three con!rmation 
requirements on spot markets, things still would be fairly 
precarious for traders on volatile days.

Looking at Bitcoin on days that saw volatility upwards of 10% 
from high to low, in either direction, still made for a di$cult pill to 
swallow for investors who are looking to sell.

On a best-case scenario, when Bitcoin hit a high that was a 
trader’s target, waiting for con!rmations and selling also at a high 
upon having their accounts credited would still have resulted in a 
lower price than intended over 52% of the time (see chart below).

On the worst-case scenario, selling at a low within a 30-minute 
period on these volatile days would have seen price point targets 
missed over 80% of the time (see chart below).

Even if we are to consider the full year of 2021 that saw bull and 
bear market cycles multiple times, the ability to capture a high 
price target that would initiate the process of selling turns out to 
have chances akin to a "ip of a coin. For retail investors that might 
not ma#er. But for asset managers, a basis point of di&erence is a 
massive knock to performance.

And these are the best-case scenarios. The above data numbers 
discount many variables such as transaction queues, actual 
blockchain times, orderbook depth and, crucially, being a market-
taker increasing fees and losses further still. We haven’t even 
mentioned Bitcoin transactions costs.
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Read about Clearloop

CoinAPI  -  CryptoQuant  -  Glassnodes   -  Blockchair

Copper’s Instant Se#lement Exchange Network
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THE INFORMATION CONTAINED WITHIN THIS COMMUNICATION IS FOR INSTITUTIONAL CLIENTS, PROFESSIONAL AND SOPHISTICATED 
MARKET PARTICIPANT ONLY THE VALUE OF DIGITAL ASSETS MAY GO DOWN AND YOUR CAPITAL AND ASSETS MAY BE AT RISK

Copper Technologies (Switzerland) AG (“Copper”) provides various digital assets services (“Crypto Asset Service”) to professional and 
institutional clients in accordance with the Swiss Federal Act on Financial Services (FinSa) of 15 June 2018 as amended and restated from 
time to time.

This material has been prepared for informational purposes only without regard to any individual investment objectives, financial situation, 
or means, and Copper is not soliciting any action based upon it. This material is not to be construed as a recommendation; or an offer to 
buy or sell; or the solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security, financial product, or instrument; or to participate in any particular 
trading strategy in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation, or trading strategy would be illegal. Certain transactions, including 
those in digital assets, give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. Although this material is based upon information 
that Copper considers reliable, Copper does not represent that this material is accurate, current, or complete and it should not be relied 
upon as such. Copper expressly disclaims any implied warranty for the use or the results of the use of the services with respect to their 
correctness, quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, performance, timeliness, or continued availability. The fact that Copper has made 
the data and services available to you constitutes neither a recommendation that you enter into a particular transaction nor a 
representation that any product described herein is suitable or appropriate for you. Many of the products described involve significant 
risks, and you should not enter into any transactions unless you have fully understood all such risks and have independently determined 
that such transactions are appropriate for you. Any discussion of the risks contained herein with respect to any product should not be 
considered to be a disclosure of all risks or complete discussion of the risks which are mentioned. You should neither construe any of the 
material contained herein as business, financial, investment, hedging, trading, legal, regulatory, tax, or accounting advice nor make this 
service the primary basis for any investment decisions made by or on behalf of you, your accountants, or your managed or fiduciary 
accounts, and you may want to consult your business advisor, attorney, and tax and accounting advisors concerning any contemplated 
transactions.

Digital assets are considered very high risk, speculative investments and the value of digital assets can be extremely volatile. A 
sophisticated, technical knowledge may be needed to fully understand the characteristics of, and the risk associated with, particular 
digital assets.

While Copper is a member of the Financial Services Standard Association (VQF), a self-regulatory organization for anti-money laundering 
purposes (SRO) pursuant to the Swiss Federal Act on Combating Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing (AMLA) of 10 October 1997 as 
amended and restated from time to time. Business conducted by us in connection with the Crypto Asset Service is not covered by the 
Swiss depositor protection scheme (Einlagensicherung) or the Financial Services Compensation Scheme and you will not be eligible to 
refer any complaint relating to the Crypto Asset Service to the Swiss Banking Ombudsman.

It is your responsibility to comply with any rules and regulations applicable to you in your country of residence, incorporation, or 
registered office and/or country from which you access the Crypto Asset Service, as applicable.

Disclaimer

GLOBAL PARTNER

https://www.omfif.org/
Joe Davine

Joe Davine
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